New at Summit Racing Equipment: Auto Meter Hoonigan Ultra-Lite Series Gauges

Performance enthusiasts can channel their inner Ken Block with a set of Auto Meter Hoonigan Series Gauges in their dash. These are the same gauges Mr. Block used in his crazy-cool Hoonicorn RTR 1965 Mustang, so they're getting the real deal.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 04, 2015 -- Performance enthusiasts can channel their inner Ken Block with a set of Auto Meter Hoonigan Series Gauges in their dash. These are the same gauges Mr. Block used in his crazy-cool Hoonicorn RTR 1965 Mustang, so they're getting the real deal.

Hoonigan gauges feature black anodized faces with the Hoonigan logo and white numerals. But behind those pretty faces is proven Auto Meter Ultra-Lite gauge technology, which means accurate, reliable readings even under extreme racing conditions.

Here are the Hoonigan Ultra-Lite Series Gauges available at Summit Racing.

2 1/16 Inch Gauges
These electrical gauges have a bright red pointer with a 90 degree sweep. Round out the set with a mechanical boost/pressure gauge that reads to 30 in./Hg and 30 psi.
- 0-100 psi oil pressure
- 100°-250° F water temperature
- 100°-250° F oil temperature
- Fuel level (240 ohm empty/33 ohm full)
- 8-18 V voltmeter
In-Dash Tachometers
Take a choice of an electronic speedometer with 3 3/8 or 5 inch faces. Each reads to 10,000 rpm and is compatible with four, six, and eight cylinder engines with points or electronic ignitions.

In-Dash Speedometer
Ken Block didn’t use a speedometer in the Hoonicorn Mustang, but enthusiasts can. The speedometer has a 3 3/8 inch face, reads to 160 MPH, and has a digital trip odometer.

Watch Hoonigan’s GYMKHANA 7 video to see how bonkers his Mustang really is.
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